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2nd May 2019 
 
Dear , 
 
Southend airspace change process 
 
I refer to the letter dated 28 March 2018 from  (copy enclosed) giving the CAA further 
guidance on the terms and effects of ANG 2017 on airspace change proposals that were and are 
already part way through the CAP 725 airspace change process. 
 
The CAA should be grateful for DfT’s view in respect of another issue with regard to transition that 
has arisen.  
 
Southend 
 
Southend initiated the CAP 725 airspace change process in respect of their proposal to implement 
controlled airspace in February 2013.  A regulatory decision was published in January 2015 which 
approved a “limited airspace change” on the basis that the number of commercial movements 
supported by the airport at that time did not justify the implementation of Control Areas (CTAs) 10 
and 11, two portions of controlled airspace included in Southend’s airspace change proposal 
(please refer to the enclosed diagram). 
 
We also stated in our regulatory decision that if Southend pursued another ACP and submitted a 
new proposal to us within two years of the date of implementation (2nd April 2015) justifying the 
requirement for CTAs 10 and 11 as originally proposed, we would agree that as part of that process 
no additional consultation requirements would be placed on them for that new ACP.  
 
On the 31st March 2017, Southend submitted an application for CTA’s 10 and 11 to be implemented 
as originally consulted on and proposed.   
 
Despite the CAA receiving numerous requests from the airport for their case to be progressed, it 
was not formally allocated to a CAA Case Officer for assessment and ultimate decision until July 
2018.  A meeting was subsequently held with Southend airport and although the CAA accepted that 
Southend had observed the conditions specified in the original regulatory decision, we advised them 
we required them to undertake engagement with stakeholders (but specifically not a consultation), 
to inform them that the airport was re-presenting the proposal for CTA 10 and CTA 11 given the 
length of time that had passed between the original consultation and subsequent proposal being 
submitted to the regulator for regulatory decision.   
 
Southend accepted this requirement and has been preparing to commence this activity in the very 
near future.  However, as this proposal is on CAP 725 (and the CAA will be applying ANG 2014) we 










